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So we simply offer each and every current of Elite Black Team.About this Episode In this episode we talk about a phenomenal game that I'm very excited to have on my plate: Battle for the Galaxy. The game has a really neat looping narrative design, and the main character is fantastic. He's a kind, misunderstood superhero, and he's constantly on the search to find out more about his identity. So of course, we
talk about all the technical details of the game as well as the characters. I've been a huge fan of Battle for the Galaxy since it launched on Steam. I even got to play it at PAX East! While I'm excited to dive into it, it comes at a difficult time. Battle for the Galaxy just launched on the Epic Games store on Friday, and it has been in limbo for a long time. It's very frustrating. As I was trying to explain to our
Producer Andy on the stream, he has more of a military background, and I have more of a sci-fi background. It's fine for us to be friends, and we enjoy some weird sci-fi/fantasy stuff in our personal life, but I am always worried about being misunderstood in the game industry. Many people have a negative perception of "science fiction" and gamers for example because they associate it with weird stuff like
military drama, space opera, etc. This is exactly my problem with Battle for the Galaxy. It's not a realistic portrayal of anything, and I think it also hurts the game. There is this weird dichotomy. On the one hand, this a game that describes itself as "a sci-fi thriller", but on the other hand, it's a game that has these weird gameplay mechanics and gameplay styles. We try to lean into it on the stream, and there's so
many great things that they have created. I am excited for it though, and I wish they would just release it on the Epic Games store so that people could at least buy it. It's been a long time coming for another episode, but I think I still have a lot of interesting stuff to say. I hope you enjoy listening to it. As usual, you can find our other shows and campaigns on RocketJump.com. You can follow us on Twitter
@HentaiStation, on Tumblr, and on Discord (hhentai). Also, if you like the show, leave a review on iTunes! * edd6d56e20
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